RSO Resource Guide:
Contract Worksheet Guide
Occasionally, RSOs wish to enter into agreements or contracts with outside vendors.
SLICE is happy to help your RSO be successful. RSO members, officers and advisors are
not permitted to sign any contracts or agreements for an RSO. Contract requests must
be submitted at least four (4) weeks in advance. Here is some information to help you
complete the Contract Request Worksheet.

EVENT INFORMATION

SPONSOR INFORMATION

Event Name should match NvolveU EPR

Your RSO is the Sponsor.

Event Date should be entered as MM/DD/YYYY

The Representative you list will be the main contact for
any contract questions. This person will receive copies
of the contract request and the signed contract(s).

Contractor Set up/Arrival time is likely earlier than
the start of the event. Ask the contractor how long
they will need to set up.
Contractor End Time is likely after the event ends. Ask
the contractor how long tear down will take.

The Address should be an on campus address. You can
use the SLICE office as your on campus address.

CONTRACTOR INFORMATION

The outside organization is the Contractor.

We need a professional Title, not Mr/Ms/Mrs.
Provide all Address information correctly.
Be specific in the Service, i.e. 30 minute presentation
titled "How to be a Great RSO."

The Name of Person Authorized to Sign the Contract is
someone from the outside organization. Sometimes, the
person you negotiated with can sign the contracts for
the company/organization. Occasionally, someone else
from the organization must sign their contracts. List this
person correctly.
If the organization gave you a document, upload it here.

Double check email addresses, phone numbers, names
and titles for correct spelling.

PAYMENT INFORMATION
List the entire fee. Don't use any symbols.
Ask the company who the check is made payable to.
If your contractor is an INDIVIDUAL from out of state,
your RSO may elect to pay the taxes associated. The
worksheet will automatically calculate the amount.
Your RSO does not have to pay this tax. Discuss this
with your contractor before the submitting the
request.

ACCOMODATIONS
These are common accommodations RSOs choose to
provide. Think about these items when discussing a
contract with the contractor.
Ground Transportation when in Lincoln
Mileage reimbursement/rental cars
Parking
Flights
Hotels

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Anything else we need to know? Any other details you discussed with the contractor that didn't fit above?
Include them here.
Make sure to include at least one advisor in the Additional Individuals to be copied.
If you have further questions, please reach out to us!
involved@unl.edu
402-472-2424
Suite 200, Nebraska Union

